
Q.4 _________ is one type of colorant used in 

glass.

Q.3 Stone is a type of glass defect. (True/False)

Q.1 Glass is an in organic product of fusion cooled to 

rigid condition with crystallization. (True/Flase)

Q.2 Full form of TQM is_______. 

SECTION-A

Note: Objective type questions. All questions are 

compulsory.  (10x1=10)

Q.5 The colouring effect of iron is overcome by 

process known as_______.

Q.6 Safety glass is used in automobiles. 

(True/False)
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Q.28 Explain in brief statistical quality control.

Q.31 Name five colouring oxides used in glass and 

colour imparted by them.

Q.32 Describe heat resistance glass.

Q.33 Explain concept of glassy state.

Q.34 Define strain. Explain temporary and 

permanent strain of glass.

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 

questions out of four questions.         (3x10=30)

SECTION-D 

Q.35 Explain method of glass working by Pitsburg 

process.

Q.36 Explain various defect of glass and methods to 

prevent these defects.

Q.29 Explain determination of coefficient of thermal 

expansion.

Q.30 Explain how safety glass is made.
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Q.23 Explain method of density determination of 

glass.

Q.25 Explain refining of glass.

Q.19 Tell two defects of glass.

Q.24 Describe origin of thermal stresses in glass.

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any eight 

questions out of ten questions.            (8x5=40)

Q.18 How air pollution of silica in glass industry is 

harmful?

Q.22 Define Glass-Ceramics.

Q.20 Define refining of glass.

Q.21 Name the machine used to manufacture sheet 

glass.

Q.26 Explain attack of water on glass.

Q.27 Explain Pollution control systems in glass 

industry.

SECTION-C 
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SECTION-B 

Q.16 Tell types of strain in glass.

Q.13 Name two colouring oxides used in glass. 

Q.8 Fourcault is a machine which is used to make 

bottle glass. (True/False).

Q.7 Blisters and seeds are bubbles in glass. 

(True/False)

Q.10 Gob feeder is used to collect lumps of ___glass.

Q.17 Define glass.

Note: Very Short answer type questions. Attempt any 

ten questions out of twelve questions(10x2=20)

Q.12 Define de-colorization of glass. 

Q.9 Water also attack on glass. (True/False)

Q.11 Define viscosity.

Q.15 List two uses of safety glass.

Q.14 Define refining of glass.
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